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ABSTRACT  15 

Construction is a dynamic sociotechnical process, consisting of ongoing interdependencies 16 

between people and the built environment. Accordingly, finding solutions to construction 17 

challenges when they arise requires understanding the interactions between social and technical 18 

factors. Over the past three decades, qualitative methods have been increasingly applied in 19 

construction engineering and management (CEM) research to understand challenges within this 20 

industry. However, there remains a lack of resources in the CEM literature on qualitative method 21 

selection and implementation specifically applicable to this domain. Without such guidance, it can 22 

be challenging to choose the most appropriate research methods, which can limit theoretical and 23 

practical contributions. To begin to address this gap, this paper offers an overview and comparison 24 

of three qualitative data analysis techniques—ranging in their use of induction, prevalence in CEM 25 

research, and ability to answer different types of research questions. These analysis techniques are 26 

applied to the same semi-structured interview data drawn from a case study on rural Alaskan water 27 

infrastructure. Insights gained from each method are compared to illustrate the utility of each 28 

technique. To the authors’ knowledge, this study is the first qualitative method-comparison paper 29 

published for a CEM audience. Based on the comparison findings, choosing a deductive content 30 



analysis can allow for full characterization and quantification of a data set and discussion of results 31 

in relation to a predefined framework, such as a framework based on design and construction 32 

standards. A hybrid content analysis can expose new, detailed insights for an existing framework 33 

by allowing emergent themes to arise and be quantified. Conversely, a constant comparative 34 

analysis can reveal emergent trends and uncover the reasons why these trends occur based on 35 

connections between prominent themes, which can help CEM researchers develop new theories. 36 

Overall, this study helps advance the sociotechnical side of CEM research by enabling the 37 

discipline to better address the industry’s complex challenges.  38 
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INTRODUCTION 41 

Increasingly over the past three decades, qualitative methods have been applied in 42 

construction engineering and management (CEM) research (Agyekum-Mensah et al. 2020). There 43 

has been a growing appreciation that construction is a social process, involving people and social 44 

elements at all stages—from the design and building of infrastructure to its management, 45 

operation, and use (Abowitz and Toole 2010). Consequently, finding solutions to construction 46 

challenges requires understanding the interactions between these social and technical factors 47 

(Phelps and Horman 2010). Qualitative methods have been used to explore a variety of 48 

sociotechnical challenges across a range of diverse CEM topics, such as workplace dynamics 49 

(Brockman 2014), project delivery during emergency response (Kosonen and Kim 2018), and 50 

megaconstruction projects (Erol et al. 2020).  51 

Despite the increasing application of qualitative methods in CEM research, there are 52 

opportunities to further bridge the gap between the social science and CEM domains (Bresnen et 53 



al. 2005; Dainty 2008; Kelly and Bowe 2011; Koch et al. 2019; Sherratt and Leicht 2020). This is 54 

an ongoing challenge for CEM researchers, who often have highly quantitative, disciplinary-55 

specific training, to learn and implement social science techniques—what Koch et al. (2019, p.314) 56 

refer to as “danc[ing] across disciplinary boundaries.” The challenge of applying qualitative 57 

methods to CEM research likely persists due to the dearth of resources instructing CEM 58 

researchers on why and how to perform such analyses. Although social science researchers have 59 

published extensively on qualitative methods, there is a systemic difference in the underlying logic 60 

of inquiry and research between CEM and many social science disciplines (Szajnfarber and Gralla 61 

2017), which can make cross-discipline communication and learning difficult. For example, 62 

construction management as an academic field is more problem-driven than a paradigm-driven 63 

field such as organizational ecology (Bresnen 2017; Schweber 2016), meaning the scope and aims 64 

of CEM research often have a normative orientation and strong connection to practice (Koch et al. 65 

2019). Consequently, without CEM-specific resources, CEM researchers who are new to 66 

qualitative research, but who have valuable, context-specific expertise, may not be able to 67 

differentiate between different types of qualitative methods and know when and how to implement 68 

each of these techniques in their research. Moreover, they may be unaware of or feel ill-equipped 69 

to apply less familiar methods to the CEM literature, which may stymie the development of a more 70 

mature CEM research discipline (Sherratt and Leicht 2020). This paper offers CEM-specific 71 

guidance for choosing and implementing qualitative analysis techniques by describing, applying, 72 

and comparing the findings generated by three different analysis methods. These qualitative 73 

methods vary in three ways: 1) popularity within CEM research, 2) use of induction, and 3) ability 74 

to address different research questions, and the comparison occurs using the same semi-structured 75 

interview data from a CEM research study. To the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first 76 



qualitative method-comparison paper published for a CEM audience, helping to bridge the gap 77 

between social science and construction disciplines.  78 

POINTS OF DEPARTURE  79 

The value of qualitative research in CEM 80 

Qualitative research is a pluralistic term, describing many research methodologies (theories 81 

of how inquiry should proceed) and methods (procedures to generate and analyze data) often used 82 

to explore and build hypotheses around holistic pictures of social or human problems (Corbin and 83 

Strauss 2008; Creswell 1998). For this reason, qualitative inquiry is valuable to CEM research. 84 

Construction is a dynamic sociotechnical process, consisting of ongoing interdependencies 85 

between people and the built environment at the design, construction, operation, and management 86 

stages (Davis et al. 2014; Pirzadeh et al. 2021). These processes are complex, not only because of 87 

their many moving parts, but also because of their human and social elements. To illustrate this 88 

point using a contemporary example, the authors consider the operation and management of water 89 

utilities in the United States that were influenced by COVID-19 social distancing policies. When 90 

enforced, these policies altered human behaviors such that there were spatial and temporal shifts 91 

in drinking water demands (Bakchan et al. 2022; Spearing et al. 2021; Zechman Berglund et al. 92 

2021). Utilities’ responses to these changes included modified workforce management, delayed 93 

capital projects, and adjusted maintenance protocols (Spearing et al. 2020). Furthermore, many 94 

local governments implemented regulations ensuring access to services regardless of users’ 95 

abilities to pay for water, which resulted in decreased revenue for many utilities. Rather than use 96 

quantitative methods to describe the demand shifts and revenue losses in numerical indices that 97 

model what happened statistically, the researchers exploring these unprecedented situations used 98 

qualitative methods to understand how and why changes impacted utilities. In these ways, this 99 



work demonstrated the strength of qualitative research by generating practical planning 100 

recommendations to utilities with an understanding of the implications of each, having investigated 101 

the nature—rather than mere existence—of the utilities’ challenges (Spearing et al. 2020). In 102 

addition, qualitative inquiry is useful for identifying and developing theories around new 103 

phenomena (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Phelps and Horman 2010), which is important given the 104 

relative nascency of the CEM research discipline (Fellows and Liu 2015). 105 

Opportunities for expanding qualitative research in CEM 106 

Integrating social science methods in CEM research can be challenging (Koch et al. 2019). 107 

Typically, CEM researchers are not formally trained as social scientists and have limited, if any, 108 

training in qualitative research (Kelly and Bowe 2011; Toole 2007). It requires skill and experience 109 

to apply social scientific thinking in CEM research contexts. While CEM scholars new to 110 

qualitative research can learn from an ever-growing body of CEM literature applying qualitative 111 

methods (e.g., Cruz Rios et al. 2021; Pirzadeh et al. 2021; Pons et al. 2021) and describing 112 

qualitative approaches (papers such as Abowitz and Toole 2010; Gibson and Whittington 2010; 113 

Phelps and Horman 2010; textbooks such as Fellows and Liu 2015), they may still have difficulty 114 

selecting an appropriate analysis technique to answer the research question at hand. To the authors’ 115 

knowledge, there has yet to be a comparison of the utility of different qualitative analysis methods 116 

within the same CEM-relevant study context. This type of comparison would provide CEM 117 

researchers with an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of different methods, including 118 

their varying abilities to address different types of research questions—knowledge that would 119 

strengthen their ability to choose an analysis technique based on its utility rather than popularity 120 

within the CEM research community. To use a common analogy, one of the best ways to know 121 

that a hammer is superior to a screwdriver for driving a nail into a wall is if both are tried and the 122 



results are compared. While any qualitative analysis technique may arguably provide some 123 

understanding of the social phenomenon of interest, the method chosen may not be optimal in its 124 

ability to contribute to theory and/or practice.  125 

Purpose  126 

The objective of this paper is to apply three different analysis techniques to the same 127 

qualitative data to compare the strengths and limitations of each method. By doing so, this paper 128 

provides guidance to CEM researchers as they choose and conduct qualitative analysis by 129 

illustrating what unique insights each method can offer CEM researchers. While the authors use 130 

semi-structured interview data, which is common in CEM literature (Dainty 2008), the analysis 131 

techniques could be readily used with textual data collected through other means (e.g., focus 132 

groups (Liang et al. 2018), documents (Palagi and Javernick-Will 2020)). The authors draw the 133 

data from a case study on water infrastructure operations, management, and maintenance (OMM) 134 

challenges in rural Alaska. The three techniques include a deductive qualitative content analysis, 135 

a hybrid qualitative content analysis with additional inductive coding, and a constant comparative 136 

analysis through grounded theory. These methods represent a range of techniques with differing 137 

levels of deduction/induction, prevalence within the CEM literature, and relevance to answering 138 

different types of research questions. Such variety helps both build on existing trends and 139 

encourage methodological expansion of the field, in accordance with calls for more diverse 140 

research paradigms (i.e., frameworks) in CEM research (Bresnen et al. 2005; Pink et al. 2010; 141 

Sherratt and Leicht 2020). 142 

BACKGROUND 143 

In this section the authors define the three analysis techniques and provide examples of 144 

their use in the CEM research. Two approaches are categorized as content analysis, which is a 145 



family of approaches for analyzing text (Hsieh and Shannon 2005; Rosengren 1981). There is no 146 

one way to define content analysis, and different fields use various nomenclature to describe this 147 

method. The major differences in the process of performing the varying approaches are in the 148 

coding schemes, origins of codes, and techniques addressing trustworthiness (Hsieh and Shannon 149 

2005). These methods can be used to answer different types of research questions, while bearing 150 

in mind that these different types should be broad, open-ended, and asking “how,” “what”, or 151 

“why” questions. The method chosen should align with the researcher’s purposes to ensure the 152 

study is logical and coherent (Koch et al. 2014). 153 

Deductive content analysis 154 

To begin, the authors focus on a deductive approach to content analysis that emphasizes 155 

the quantification of what the data communicate (Krippendorff 1989; Lasswell et al. 1952), in 156 

addition to the who, why, how, and consequences (Holsti 1969; Krippendorff 1989). These 157 

approaches may be considered positivist in nature, though given that the data “do not have a single 158 

meaning waiting to be unwrapped,” as Krippendorff (1980 p. 22) claims, interpretation of the text 159 

is still necessary (see also Fellows and Liu 2015). With this deductive approach, researchers use a 160 

pre-defined coding scheme based on existing theory or research to assign pre-segmented interview 161 

data, or units of analysis (Krippendorff 1989), to codes and present the frequencies of these codes 162 

in tables, interpreting them as indicators of relative importance. It is important to note, however, 163 

that when using interview data, the frequency can also reflect greater willingness or ability for 164 

participants to talk at length about a topic (Joffe and Yardley 2004). Deductive content analysis 165 

may be particularly useful for answering focused research questions along the lines of, “How is 166 

this phenomenon, as described in the chosen theoretical framework, identified in the narratives of 167 

the participants (Boman et al. 2015)?” CEM researchers have used this approach to analyze various 168 



types of data, including survey, semi-structured interview, and contract data (e.g., Fuller et al. 169 

2018; Jayasinghe and Ramachandra 2016; Ragab and Marzouk 2021). 170 

In terms of rigor, researchers employing deductive content analysis are often concerned 171 

with intercoder reliability (Burla et al. 2008), which relates to the stability of the findings (Altheide 172 

and Johnson 1994; Whittemore et al. 2001). More precisely, intercoder reliability is a measure of 173 

agreement among multiple researchers for how they assign codes to units of analysis. Intercoder 174 

reliability is useful for reducing bias and identifying weaknesses such as imprecise code definitions 175 

(Burla et al. 2008; MacPhail et al. 2016). There are several related statistics that are often 176 

calculated to assess the quality of coding (Burla et al. 2008), including Cohen’s kappa (Cohen 177 

1960), Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff 1970), and Mezzich’s kappa (Mezzich et al. 1981). 178 

While Cohen’s kappa is popular, it is limited in its ability to correct for chance agreement between 179 

coders and in its requirement that each unit of analysis must only be assigned one code 180 

(Krippendorff 2004). Though Krippendorff’s alpha, which measures observed and expected 181 

disagreement rather than agreement (Artstein and Poesio 2008; MacPhail et al. 2016), is not 182 

limited in these ways, it is computationally intensive. A lesser-known option is Mezzich’s kappa, 183 

which is a modification of Cohen’s kappa in that it relaxes the assumption of mutual exclusivity 184 

(Eccleston et al. 2001; MacPhail et al. 2016; Mezzich et al. 1981). Rather than use these types of 185 

statistics, some researchers may prefer to calculate percentage agreement, as it is simpler; however, 186 

this is not recommended, as it consistently overestimates agreement by not accounting for chance 187 

agreement between coders (Hruschka et al. 2004; MacPhail et al. 2016). 188 

Regardless of the statistic chosen, the intercoder reliability process is often iterative and 189 

time-intensive and may occur more than once during the coding process. The process often begins 190 

with researchers establishing the coding rules (e.g., Can multiple codes be applied to the same text 191 



segment?) and units of analysis (e.g., Will the text be segmented into paragraphs, responses to 192 

questions, sentences? (Milne and Adler 1999; Roller and Lavrakas 2015)). In deductive content 193 

analysis, the researchers analyze text using codes that are deductive, originating from an existing 194 

framework (Elo and Kyngäs 2008). After the main coder completes a portion of the coding, other 195 

researchers may independently code predetermined portions of the total transcripts (Campbell et 196 

al. 2013; Lacy and Riffe 1996; MacPhail et al. 2016). If there is large disagreement between the 197 

researchers, the codebook is be refined and the process repeated with additional transcripts 198 

(MacPhail et al. 2016). The iterations may continue until a satisfactory level of intercoder 199 

reliability is achieved (i.e., when a sufficiently high statistic is attained). Once the primary coder 200 

recodes all of the transcripts with the refined codebook, a final intercoder reliability check may be 201 

completed. The reader is encouraged to explore the referenced articles to further understand the 202 

value and steps involved in assessing intercoder reliability.  203 

Hybrid content analysis: deductive content analysis with additional inductive coding 204 

Another approach to content analysis is a mixed deductive and inductive design. 205 

Researchers using this approach not only code deductively using a conceptual framework, theory, 206 

or research goals (Saldaña 2013), but also generate new or emergent themes (Burla et al. 2008). 207 

This approach may be useful for answering research questions along the lines of, “How well does 208 

this existing framework describe the experiences of the participants (Hsieh and Shannon 2005)?” 209 

While hybrid deductive-inductive designs are common among some CEM researchers (e.g., Palagi 210 

and Javernick-Will 2019, 2020; Spearing and Faust 2020), they are not often paired with content 211 

analysis specifically, suggesting this combined approach has the potential to contribute new 212 

perspectives to the field. In terms of establishing validity, the method is flexible and varies by 213 

field. For example, some CEM researchers using mixed deductive and inductive techniques (not 214 



necessarily for a content analysis) report intercoder reliability statistics calculated with all of the 215 

deductively and inductively derived codes (e.g., Davis et al. 2019; Spearing et al. 2021; Spearing 216 

and Faust 2020); however, it is difficult to obtain high intercoder reliability with codes generated 217 

inductively (Bengtsson 2016; Catanzaro 1988). Other social science fields such as communication 218 

studies may suggest calculating intercoder reliability for deductive codes and then examining 219 

coding consistency across multiple researchers to assess the emergent themes (Potter and Levine‐220 

Donnerstein 1999; Stephens 2017). Important to note, while both intercoder reliability and coding 221 

consistency aim to improve the quality of coding and reduce subjective bias, they differ in their 222 

assessment process. Intercoder reliability is the calculation of a reliability statistic generated when 223 

another researcher independently double codes a predetermined portion of the data (often 224 

randomly selected). Coding consistency and validation processes use a second researcher to 225 

conduct an in-depth review of the initial coding performed by the first researcher; the coders agree 226 

on any revisions, and they verify that the same core categories emerged. 227 

Grounded theory through constant comparative analysis 228 

Grounded theory provides a systematic inductive qualitative approach to data collection, 229 

coding, and analysis that can derive core conceptual categories and explore interactions between 230 

these categories, ultimately aiming for theory development (Charmaz 2006; Corbin and Strauss 231 

1990). Strauss (1998) recommends asking research questions along the lines of, “What is 232 

happening here?” Similarly, Glaser (1998) suggests, “What is the main concern and how is that 233 

concern continually resolved or managed (McCallin 2003)?” Charmaz (2006) recommends 234 

allowing research questions to change during the process of research to reflect an increasing 235 

understanding of the problem being researched (Agee 2009). Guided by the research questions or 236 

objectives, the derivation of core categories is performed through constant comparative analysis 237 



using two coding procedures: open coding and focused coding (Glaser 1965). Open coding 238 

involves reading the transcripts and attaching data segments, referred to as excerpts, to conceptual 239 

components that summarize their contexts, referred to as open codes. Following this process, 240 

researchers apply focused coding by constantly comparing the generated open codes with each 241 

other; by considering corresponding excerpts, researchers can identify common properties that can 242 

be used to group them within individual categories (Glaser 1965; Glaser and Strauss 1967). 243 

Categories generated at the highest aggregation level are referred to as core categories. Following 244 

the application of focused coding, axial coding is applied to explore the relationships between the 245 

emergent core categories, by iteratively revising the generated excerpts until they hold true for all 246 

coded interviews (Charmaz 2006; Corbin and Strauss 1990). Once theoretical saturation is reached 247 

(i.e., no new core categories and relationships among them emerge (Charmaz 2006)), the analysis 248 

can be used to extend or develop theory. Constant comparative analysis and grounded theory have 249 

been used widely in CEM research, spanning topics such as the safety and health of construction 250 

workers (Chan et al. 2016), engineer-procure-construct projects (AlMaian et al. 2016), 251 

megaconstruction projects (Erol et al. 2020), critical thinking in engineering practice (Osman et 252 

al. 2020), and utility operation in humanitarian contexts (Bakchan et al. 2021).     253 

Rather than using intercoder reliability statistics, validity in constant comparative analysis 254 

and grounded theory is driven by establishing trustworthiness through criteria such as coding 255 

consistency across multiple researchers that could help reduce subjective bias (Bernard 2017). This 256 

approach to coding consistency and validation involves joint coding with multiple investigators 257 

(Glaser, 1965) to produce more systematic theory development.  258 



METHODS 259 

The following methods section describes the application of the three qualitative approaches 260 

to the same semi-structured interview dataset. The research objective is to apply and compare the 261 

different methods; in pursuit of this, the authors specify a sub-research objective that is addressed 262 

by each of the three methods. By holding the research objective and data constant, this paper is 263 

able to illustrate what the different methods can offer. While this approach is appropriate for a 264 

method-comparison paper, for typical qualitative research the authors recommend that methods be 265 

selected based on the research questions (Agee 2009). It is important to note that the methods focus 266 

of the paper also means that in the discussion section the authors concentrate on describing what 267 

each approach can offer CEM researchers doing qualitative work rather than describing the 268 

implications of the findings for the water sector. To provide additional assistance to CEM 269 

researchers new to qualitative research, the authors provide a list in the Supplemental Information 270 

(SI) outlining best practices and guidelines for project design, interview data collection, and data 271 

analysis phases.   272 

Project Design and Data Collection 273 

To demonstrate each qualitative approach, the authors used eight semi-structured 274 

interviews collected as part of a larger project focused on identifying factors influencing water 275 

infrastructure challenges in rural Alaska. The authors compared the insights gained from each 276 

approach when addressing the following research objective: To characterize the nature of 277 

operations, management, and maintenance (OMM) challenges in rural Alaskan water systems. The 278 

interview data is inclusive of both piped and decentralized water systems.  279 

OMM challenges in Alaska are sociotechnical in nature and therefore well-suited for 280 

qualitative research methods. In rural Alaska, maintaining water systems can be challenging 281 



(Richardson 2013) due to factors such as workforce limitations, supply chain constraints, and 282 

financial limitations (Sohns et al. 2021). For example, revenue from end-users typically sustains 283 

the OMM of a piped water system, which may be difficult to obtain in communities that are not 284 

primarily cash-based or operate with a subsistence economy. In addition, water system OMM 285 

requires technical expertise and training that is often limited in rural settings (Hickel et al. 2018).  286 

Prior to data collection, the authors received institutional review board (IRB) approval from 287 

The University of Texas at Austin, The University of Washington, and the Alaska Area IRB. The 288 

semi-structured interviews were conducted with state and local regulators, as well as other subject-289 

matter-experts (e.g., employees of nonprofits operating in this space). Interviewees were selected 290 

using convenience and snowball sampling until theoretical saturation was reached (Corbin and 291 

Strauss 2008). For the current analysis, eight interviews from the full dataset were selected based 292 

on the interviewee’s expertise in OMM. Table 1 in the SI presents information about the 293 

interviewees.  294 

Interviews were conducted from January 27, 2021, to June 2, 2021, through virtual 295 

conferencing. On average, interviews lasted 58 minutes. The interviews were recorded, 296 

transcribed, and reviewed for quality (i.e., checked that the transcript matched the audio). The 297 

interview protocol focused on water infrastructure challenges and consisted of questions such as: 298 

What water infrastructure challenges are you aware of in regard to access or levels of service in 299 

rural Alaska? Can you describe service disruptions or failures that commonly occur? What 300 

workforce challenges do you face with your water infrastructure systems operations and 301 

maintenance in rural Alaska?  302 

Four researchers were involved in analyzing the data used for the method comparison. Two 303 

researchers focused on the content analysis, and two separate researchers, not involved in the data 304 



collection, focused on the constant comparison analysis. By segregating the analyses, and not 305 

discussing the findings until the analyses were complete, the findings reflect real-world approaches 306 

where typically only one of these analysis approaches is chosen.  307 

Deductive Content Analysis  308 

The first analysis approach was deductive content analysis. For this method, the authors 309 

used a coding framework/dictionary based on the US Environmental Protection Agency’s (US 310 

EPA’s) Capacity for Drinking Water Systems nomenclature (US EPA 1998). The US EPA states 311 

that technical, managerial, and financial capacity are needed to maintain long-term sustainability 312 

and compliance of water systems. It decomposes each of these three dimensions into several 313 

descriptive sub-categories.  For example, the financial category consists of credit worthiness; the 314 

managerial category consists of effective external linkages; and the technical category consists of 315 

infrastructure adequacy. Consequently, the authors coded OMM challenges to these sub-categories 316 

under technical, managerial, and/or financial (see Table 2 in the SI for category definitions). The 317 

unit of analysis is the complete response to the interviewer’s question at hand. Each unit of analysis 318 

could be assigned one or more codes (i.e., simultaneous coding; Saldaña 2013). NVivo software 319 

was used to structure and organize the qualitative coding (NVivo 2020).  320 

The full content analysis was performed by one researcher. When the researcher finished 321 

coding half of the interviews, a second researcher independently coded two interviews using the 322 

coding dictionary. The two researchers then resolved discrepancies between coding and updated 323 

the coding dictionary, refining the emergent code definitions under the EPA-based deductive 324 

codes. After the primary researcher (re)coded all eight transcripts based on the new dictionary, a 325 

second intercoder reliability check was completed using two interviews. This check was iterative 326 

and when the researchers agreed on a final codebook, the coding was updated for all interviews. 327 



Given that multiple codes were able to be assigned to each unit of analysis, the authors calculated 328 

Mezzich’s kappa and obtained a statistic of 0.68, which is considered suitable for exploratory 329 

qualitative research (Burla et al. 2008; Everitt 1996).  330 

Hybrid Content Analysis: Deductive with Additional Inductive Coding  331 

Using the deductive content analysis as a starting point, the authors inductively coded 332 

emergent challenges (Table 1), taking a data-driven approach (Saldaña 2013). This method is a 333 

mixed deductive and inductive approach, employing the EPA guidance (US EPA 1998) as the 334 

framework to classify the data into codes and then allowing for themes to emerge within each 335 

deductive code. Simultaneous coding was used to characterize the data, allowing an excerpt to be 336 

coded to multiple categories (Saldaña 2013). Coding was again done in NVivo software (NVivo 337 

2020). 338 

To validate this analysis, the researchers paired the Mezzich’s kappa test previously 339 

calculated for the content analysis with an in-depth review of lower-level codes. Two researchers 340 

coded two interviews independently and compared the emergent codes for consistency (Bernard 341 

2017). This process consisted of multiple meetings and over four hours of discussion, with the 342 

dictionary being updated after each meeting.  343 

Constant Comparative Analysis 344 

Through constant comparative analysis, the authors derived core categories that 345 

corresponded to major OMM challenges. Given the methodological scope of the paper, the authors 346 

did not present a developed theory from the constant comparative analysis. The authors began by 347 

having one researcher open code the eight interviews, attaching excerpts to phrases that 348 

summarized their contexts (Glaser 1965). A second researcher then examined these open codes 349 

and added more codes to this raw data set. The two researchers aggregated the open codes into 350 



higher-level categories through multiple rounds of focused coding following a systematic process 351 

(Glaser 1965; Glaser and Strauss 1967). As part of the process, each focused code was compared 352 

against one another and aggregated into core categories. Following this, the researchers applied 353 

axial coding to identify the interactions between the emerged core categories (Charmaz 2006; 354 

Corbin and Strauss 1990); refer to the Analysis Techniques section for further details about the 355 

various coding procedures. Important to note, validity was achieved by having the second 356 

researcher revise the initial coding performed by the first researcher to ensure that consistent core 357 

categories were derived. 358 

ANALYSIS RESULTS  359 

The following sections present the results of each analysis technique, including the 360 

figures, tables, and brief examples of how the results may be interpreted.  361 

Deductive Content Analysis 362 

Table 1 shows the frequency table of OMM challenges present in each code based on the 363 

US EPA’s Capacity Nomenclature (US EPA 1998); see the SI for definitions and examples of each 364 

code. It is important to note that the frequencies may not indicate that certain challenges are more 365 

important or prevalent, rather that they were discussed more by interviewees (Joffe and Yardley 366 

2004). Overall, it was found that financial, managerial, and technical OMM challenges were 367 

mentioned frequently by respondents, with most excerpts being coded to technical adequacy 368 

(41%). This finding is not surprising given the technical difficulties associated with the Arctic 369 

climate and the issues with technical knowledge in the workforce (Hickel et al. 2018; Sohns et al. 370 

2021). Challenges with managerial adequacy were mentioned by all interviewees, with staffing 371 

and organization being the most discussed (32% of excerpts coded to the managerial code). Within 372 

the financial category, many respondents spoke of the lack of access to capital (i.e., credit 373 



worthiness) and challenges with revenue sufficiency (i.e., how much their revenue covers costs). 374 

These major trends display overall challenges to financially support water systems that are costly 375 

to operate and maintain.  376 

[Insert Table 1] 377 

Hybrid Content Analysis: Deductive with Additional Inductive Coding 378 

Tables 2 and 3 show the expanded frequency tables of codes that emerged under the 379 

revenue sufficiency and staffing and organization codes. These codes were selected due to their 380 

similarity with those that emerged from the constant comparative analysis, allowing for 381 

comparison between methods. Similar to the deductive content analysis, high frequencies do not 382 

mean that challenges are more important, but that they appeared more often in the data.  383 

The high cost to maintain systems was discussed by all interviewees and comprised the 384 

majority of the excerpts coded to revenue sufficiency (68%). Table 2 shows that high operating 385 

cost was related to multiple factors such as heating costs, operator errors, and supply chain. For 386 

instance, one interviewee described that piped systems require “heating the water, circulating 387 

water, pumping water and wastewater” which is “very expensive in communities where the 388 

primary source of power are diesel powered generators.” Interestingly, some interviewees (25%) 389 

mentioned that operator errors led to increased operating expenses, such as the use of extra heat 390 

after a freeze-up rather than repairing the infrastructure.  391 

In addition to revenue sufficiency challenges, all respondents discussed challenges with 392 

staffing and organization (Table 3), including challenges to hire and retain operators and workforce 393 

mobility issues (e.g., remote nature of communities makes access difficult for maintenance 394 

workers). Half of the respondents mentioned that the inability to have a backup operator was a 395 

challenge. For example, one interviewee remarked, “What if [the operator] wants to take a 396 



vacation, but there's only enough money for one person to go out of the village to get the training 397 

and be certified? If they want to go take a vacation, there's nobody else trained and certified to be 398 

the operator.” 399 

[Insert Tables 2 and 3] 400 

Constant Comparative Analysis 401 

Open coding resulted in 480 open codes. Using focused coding, open codes were 402 

condensed into five core categories, corresponding to major OMM challenges that emerged from 403 

the data (Table 4). 404 

[Insert Table 4] 405 

Table 5 displays the major sub-categories that emerged within Core Category 3: Difficult 406 

to operate and repair water infrastructure. For instance, many interviewees mentioned that limited 407 

OMM skills and expertise within their communities due to inadequate training hinders operators’ 408 

ability to respond to complex technical constraints (e.g., technical issues in treatment plants). 409 

Additionally, due to the extreme environmental conditions in Alaska, supplies required for 410 

operations and maintenance are often delayed, thereby impeding timely repairs to technical issues. 411 

For example, an interviewee stated, “Delays are a fact of life in rural Alaska, sometimes there's 412 

one little piece you need, and you're three weeks out. Some of the pumps you buy can be six weeks 413 

out easily. You know, getting materials to the village is always a challenge.” 414 

[Insert Table 5] 415 

Figure 1 illustrates the direct relationships across the emerged core categories identified 416 

using axial coding. For example, all of the interviewees mentioned that agencies do not fund OMM 417 

projects and sometimes implement projects that do not actually consider the climate constraints in 418 

the Arctic (e.g., funding projects to be built on flood plains). The limited OMM funds (or lack 419 



thereof), in turn, hinders the implementation of much-needed operation and maintenance activities 420 

within the Alaskan communities, creating a misalignment between funders’ priorities and the 421 

actual needs of these communities. Such constraints surrounding OMM funding, as well as the 422 

year-round extreme climate, exert a large burden on Alaskan communities to perform normal 423 

operations and maintenance activities. These observations can be interpreted as follows (Figure 424 

1): a relationship directed from “disconnection between funding agencies and communities’ 425 

needs” to “difficult to operate and repair water infrastructure,” and another relationship directed 426 

from “extreme and changing climate” to “difficult to operate and repair water infrastructure.” 427 

 [Insert Figure 1] 428 

DISCUSSION 429 

In this section, the strengths and weaknesses of each approach are considered by comparing 430 

between results. Opportunities for strengthening qualitative CEM research are also discussed. 431 

Strengths and Limitations of Analysis Techniques 432 

Deductive content analysis 433 

 A primary strength of the deductive content analysis is its ability to understand the research 434 

question/objective through an existing theoretical or practical framework (Elo and Kyngäs 2008; 435 

Krippendorff 1989). Here, the authors used nomenclature from the EPA’s Capacity Development 436 

Program to generate the coding dictionary. This nomenclature (technical, managerial, and 437 

financial) is used to (1) regulate new systems, (2) inform capacity development strategies, and (3) 438 

assess the capacity of systems to inform funding decisions (US EPA 1998). By using this 439 

framework, the authors were able to view challenges through the same lens that policy and funding 440 

decisions are made. Illustratively, the analysis demonstrated that fiscal management and controls 441 

and ownership accountability were not frequently mentioned in the interviews (5 and 7 responses 442 



spanning 8 interviews, respectively). Both of these aspects pertain to how the utility is managed 443 

administratively. For example, the fiscal management and controls category is largely concerned 444 

with budgeting, which may not be an important part of capacity development if the community is 445 

largely a subsistence economy, a common occurrence in Alaska. The results indicated that this 446 

EPA-driven framework may need to be adapted when used in the Alaskan context, especially when 447 

relied on to determine which utilities receive loans, as this may penalize systems that are unable 448 

to comply with certain capacity requirements (e.g., maintaining financial records). In these ways, 449 

the deductive content analysis allowed us to create actionable policy recommendations.  450 

 Yet, a deductive content analysis may be limited in its discovery of emergent ideas and in 451 

its ability to help researchers understand reasons and relationships. For example, the authors were 452 

unable to uncover why utilities struggled with revenue sufficiency, or how technical, managerial, 453 

and financial capacity link together. Furthermore, when using a deductive content analysis, the 454 

interview data may not fit clearly into the framework used, which may introduce bias as the 455 

researcher tries to force the data to fit.  456 

Hybrid content analysis: Deductive with additional inductive coding 457 

 Similar to the deductive content analysis, the hybrid content analysis allowed the researcher 458 

to make connections to the pre-defined EPA-driven framework. However, unlike the purely 459 

deductive approach, the hybrid approach characterized each piece of text based on emergent 460 

themes, allowing new information to arise beyond the scope of the pre-defined categories. For 461 

example, the analysis demonstrated that not only were there issues with revenue sufficiency, but 462 

also that these issues were caused by the high cost to operate systems and the inability of 463 

communities to financially support the systems. Furthermore, the authors were able to identify 464 

why operation costs were high, due to reasons such as operator errors, Arctic conditions, or the 465 



remote locations (Table 2). The hybrid approach also enabled quantification of the data displayed 466 

as frequency tables. For instance, when describing staffing and organization challenges, the 467 

researcher was better able to convey how often codes were mentioned: 88% of interviewees 468 

mentioned it was hard to hire and retain operators due to their inability to pay them a fair wage, 469 

50% spoke of the small job pool in rural areas, and 38% raised the fact that many operators 470 

practiced subsistence farming. 471 

 The hybrid approach’s weaknesses are similar to those of the deductive approach. First, 472 

there is still a researcher-imposed framework that could introduce bias. Second, the hybrid 473 

approach does not uncover relationships between codes, and instead captures the aggregate details 474 

of the data set. For example, the analysis revealed that the high OMM costs for water systems were 475 

associated with climate change, the Arctic climate, and operator errors, among other reasons 476 

(Table 2), but did not reveal connections between these ideas. For instance, the authors were unable 477 

to understand what contributes to these operator errors—was it a lack of training or the limited 478 

labor pool? Although the authors could reference findings in other sections such as the hiring and 479 

retaining operators category (Table 3) to make connections, the analysis could not reveal these by 480 

design. Third, compared to the deductive content analysis, the hybrid approach is more time-481 

intensive. 482 

Constant comparative analysis 483 
 The constant comparative analysis’ robust bottom-up abstraction procedure—starting 484 

inductively from open codes and continuing towards higher-level categories—allows scholars to 485 

understand the why behind the issues of concern. Here, the authors identified major challenges to 486 

water infrastructure in rural Alaska, as well as understood why these challenges occurred. For 487 

instance, a communities’ ability to repair operational issues in a timely manner is often hindered 488 



by supply chain constraints in the extreme environment and limited local OMM skills and 489 

expertise. In addition, this approach can help researchers identify relationships between core 490 

categories, allowing for a large-scale, comprehensive analysis. Although both the hybrid content 491 

analysis and the constant comparative analysis reveal that the extreme and changing climate is a 492 

challenge (e.g., high cost to operate, maintain or replace systems due to Arctic conditions and 493 

climate change in the content analysis; Core Category 5 in the constant comparative analysis), the 494 

relationships between this challenge and other challenges were not discovered through the hybrid 495 

content analysis. The constant comparative analysis, however, showed that the physical 496 

infrastructure is adversely impacted by the extreme and changing environment (e.g., foundations 497 

and structures are becoming unstable due to melting permafrost; see Figure 1, direct relationship 498 

from Core Category 5 to Core Category 4). The fact that the physical infrastructure is not adapting 499 

to the extreme and changing environment, in turn, has increased the need for more effective 500 

operation and maintenance activities, which Alaskan communities are already struggling to 501 

achieve (see Figure 1, direct relationship from Core Category 4 to Core Category 3). The ability 502 

to derive such connections between core categories provides a better understanding of how the 503 

climate has influenced and exacerbated other major OMM challenges, a unique strength that is lost 504 

in the other qualitative approaches.  505 

Despite the constant comparative analysis’s comprehensiveness, details captured by the 506 

open codes were lost in the collapsing process done to create the core categories. As previously 507 

mentioned, over 480 open codes were generated—a number of codes that exceeds any other coding 508 

procedures shared here—but only five core categories were represented (Figure 1). However, it is 509 

important to note that these open codes and their corresponding excerpts remain available to the 510 

researchers to support the analysis as needed and to generate ideas for new analyses, too.  511 



Another important point of comparison among the analytical approaches is the link to an 512 

existing theoretical framework. Constant comparative analysis is not driven by an existing 513 

framework, and the practical recommendations generated may differ from other analyses. The 514 

recommendations resulting from the constant comparative analysis primarily relate to the core 515 

categories that specifically address the why aspects identified through the detailed inductive 516 

analysis process. Finally, constant comparative analysis is not driven by quantification, nor does 517 

it generate frequency tables. This may be a limitation for studies interested in identifying how 518 

often themes are mentioned by interviewees, but that is something researchers could choose to 519 

count and include (e.g., Bakchan et al. 2021). Lastly, this inductive analysis approach is more time-520 

intensive compared to the other approaches due to the multiple rounds of focused coding needed 521 

to condense and refine categories, as well as the rigorous coding consistency and validation 522 

process.  523 

Opportunities and Recommendations for CEM Researchers 524 

The following takeaways can help CEM researchers select the most appropriate data 525 

analysis technique. It is recommended that researchers intentionally choose their method based on 526 

their research question. The previous discussion of strengths and weaknesses can be used to guide 527 

researchers. Researchers should also consider the time and detail required of each approach. A 528 

summarized recommendation list of when to use each method is shown below.  529 

• A deductive content analysis should be used if the goal is to quantify data and compare the 530 

results to an existing framework (e.g., EPA or LEED standards) or theory (e.g., ethical 531 

theories in construction engineering).  532 

• A content analysis with additional inductive coding (hybrid approach) should be used to 533 

reveal new insights on a detailed scale, based on a research framework or theory. This 534 



method is particularly useful if researchers want to quantify these emergent challenges. 535 

This hybrid approach could also be useful in mixed-methods studies which are becoming 536 

increasingly prevalent (Agyekum-Mensah et al. 2020) in the CEM literature (e.g., Odediran 537 

and Windapo 2017; Quelhas et al. 2019; Zhan and Pan 2020).   538 

• A constant comparative analysis should be used for understanding large-scale emergent 539 

challenges and categories in a data set, as well as the relationships between them. The 540 

constant comparative analysis can be expanded using a full grounded theory analysis 541 

approach, which will enable CEM researchers to develop novel theories.  542 

Limitations 543 

As with any study, there are limitations to this research. First, the interview protocol was 544 

designed for a hybrid content analysis (deductive with additional inductive coding), yet three types 545 

of analysis were performed. Using the same data source may have caused some of the findings 546 

from the constant comparative analysis to be similar to the content analysis. Although this is a 547 

limitation, using the same interviews allowed for comparison between methods, providing 548 

valuable insights into the utility of each approach. Additionally, because only a subset of 549 

interviews was analyzed, theoretical saturation is not present in the data discussed in the results. 550 

However, the authors did not intend to contribute to the literature on water infrastructure in Alaska, 551 

and a paper on the full data set is forthcoming. Lastly, demographic data for each interviewee were 552 

not collected, limiting the understanding of biases in the data. The authors recommend that CEM 553 

researchers doing qualitative work with interviews collect demographic data when possible 554 

(Kaminsky 2021).  555 



CONCLUSION 556 

Although qualitative analyses of interview data are widely used in CEM research, there is 557 

a lack of guidance on the data analysis method selection and implementation processes. This paper 558 

addressed this need in CEM research by using three different qualitative analysis techniques—a 559 

deductive content analysis, a deductive content analysis with additional inductive coding (a hybrid 560 

approach), and a constant comparative analysis—and clearly explaining how these methods were 561 

applied. Using the same semi-structured interview data for all three methods, the authors compared 562 

the differences in insights gained from each approach to illustrate their utility (e.g., for answering 563 

different types of research questions), representing the first qualitative method comparison using 564 

empirical data on a topic relevant to CEM. This paper can serve as a resource for researchers to 565 

reference to better understand and choose an analysis technique. Overall, this study helps to 566 

advance qualitative CEM research, enabling the discipline to better address complex 567 

sociotechnical challenges.  568 
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 813 
Table 1. Frequency table of OMM challenges in rural Alaska from deductive content analysis  814 

Code Number of 
Interviewees 

Relative 
Frequency 

of 
Interviewees 

Number of 
References 

Relative 
Frequency 

of 
References 

Total OMM Challenges 8 100% 209 100% 

Financial 8 100% 56 27% 
Credit Worthiness (or access to 
capital) 6 75% 15 27% 

Fiscal Management and 
Controls 4 50% 5 9% 

Revenue Sufficiency 8 100% 36 64% 
Managerial 8 100% 68 33% 

Effective External Linkages 6 75% 13 19% 
Ownership Accountability 4 50% 7 10% 
Planning 4 50% 10 15% 
Staffing and Organization 8 100% 25 37% 
Supply Chain 7 88% 13 19% 

Technical 8 100% 85 41% 
Infrastructure Adequacy 8 100% 57 67% 
Technical Knowledge and 
Implementation 6 75% 18 21% 

Water Source Adequacy 5 63% 10 12% 
*The total of unique responses in each category will not be a sum of the columns because 
excerpts may have been coded to multiple categories. 
** Relative frequencies are the percent of all excerpts coded to the broader code (e.g., Financial). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Table 2. Extended frequency table of emergent challenges with revenue sufficiency 815 
 816 

Code Number of 
Interviewees 

Relative 
Frequency of 
Interviewees 

Number of 
References 

Relative 
Frequency of 
References 

Revenue Sufficiency 8 100% 37 64% 
High cost to operate, maintain, or 
replace systems 8 100% 25 68% 

Due to Arctic conditions (e.g., 
heating costs, systems in permafrost) 7 88% 12 48% 

Due to climate change 4 50% 4 16% 
Due to operator errors 2 25% 2 8% 
Due to remote location or supply 
chain challenges 3 38% 5 20% 

Due to other reasons 2 25% 2 8% 
Inability of communities to financially 
support the system (i.e., financially 
unhealthy) 

6 75% 12 32% 

*The total of unique responses in each category will not be a sum of the columns because excerpts 
may have been coded to multiple categories. 
** Relative frequencies are the percent of all excerpts coded to the broader code (e.g., High cost to 
operate, maintain or replace systems).  

 817 
Table 3. Extended frequency table of emergent challenges with staffing and organization 818 

 819 

Code Number of 
Interviewees 

Relative 
Frequency of 
Interviewees 

Number of 
References 

Relative 
Frequency of 
References 

Staffing and Organization 8 100% 28 37% 
Getting and retaining operators 8 100% 19 68% 

Due to financial capacity (e.g., 
low wages) 7 88% 10 53% 

Due to small job pool (i.e., limited 
qualified and willing people) 4 50% 6 32% 

Due to subsistence 3 38% 3 16% 
Inability to have backup operators or 
multiple operators 4 50% 5 18% 

Workforce mobility issues (e.g., 
remote workers) 3 38% 3 11% 

*The total of unique responses in each category will not be a sum of the columns because excerpts 
may have been coded to multiple categories. 
** Relative frequencies are the percent of all excerpts coded to the broader code (e.g., Getting and 
retaining operators). 
 
 
 



Table 4. Coding definitions, including brief definitions of emergent core categories 820 
 821 

# Core Category Definition of Core 
Category 

Example Interview Excerpt (quotes indicate a 
word-for-word quote) 

1 Disconnection 
between funding 
agencies and 
communities’ needs 

Mechanisms for providing 
funds to water 
infrastructure (or lack 
thereof) and funding 
agencies’ areas of emphasis 

“There hasn't really been any funding from say, the 
federal government, who maybe funds the capital 
costs. They haven't been funding the operation and 
maintenance.” 

2 Lack of 
understanding of 
consequences of 
inadequate water 
access 

Communities’ lack of 
understanding of 
consequences of 
inadequate access to water 
infrastructure, including 
poor water quality and 
health concerns 

“Generally, each community will have a primary 
[water] source and that's what you emphasize; you 
want to optimize on that primary source… We don't 
usually have a long history of water quality. For 
instance, if you're taking water from a creek or a 
stream, you wouldn't have much knowledge prior to 
your efforts to put a treatment facility that would 
produce safe water.” 

3 Difficult to operate 
and repair water 
infrastructure 

Sociotechnical aspects that 
constrain the provision of 
water services and hinder 
adequate maintenance, 
including technical, social, 
financial, and institutional 
considerations 

“For a piped water and sewer system, you have to 
deal with [environmental constraints], and it 
requires heating the water, circulating water, 
pumping water… That is very expensive in 
communities where the primary source of power is 
diesel powered generators.” 
 

4 Physical 
infrastructure not 
adapting 

Physical structure of water 
systems within areas and 
their conditions in response 
to extreme and changing 
environment 

If [permafrost] thawed, then you lose all of your 
support. So, you have problems with foundations, you 
have problems with pipes that are in the ground. 
That's going to be problematic if things continue to 
warm. It's going to be harder and harder to serve 
these areas that are already the most underserved.” 

5 Extreme and 
changing climate 

Natural environment 
surrounding physical 
infrastructure and its status 
in response to climate 
change 

“Permafrost is always one of the biggest challenges 
when you're talking about environmental effects, and 
things [are] moving…. Like if you go to [that area], 
you're designing things that have to meet a delta T of 
negative 60 and plus 90” 
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Table 5. Major sub-categories that emerge within Core Category 3: Difficult to operate and repair water 823 
infrastructure 824 

 825 
Sub-category within Core 

Category 3 Example Excerpt 

Supply chain issues “You essentially have to ship literally years’ worth of chemicals and what 
you predict you're going to use for water usage, water production, etc. ... 
[For instance], if you're using alum, ferric chloride, HTH, or whatever, 
you've got to ship that stuff in one year at a time, ahead of time. So, it's 
not just about time; it's you order ahead, and most people want to be paid 
ahead.” 

Transportation issues “Around 160 of these communities have no road access… So, they might 
get a barge in the summer, which is for the big stuff… If you want to ship 
HTH chlorine around, you can't put it on a passenger plane, you've got to 
essentially. So those kinds of chemical requirements, all you've got 
essentially put up nine months if you're down in [that area].” 

Lack of local OMM skills 
and expertise 

“Well, for operation and maintenance, … you're working in a small 
community with not a lot of individuals to draw from.” 

Difficult to consolidate or 
share resources 

In [places outside Alaska], you call the technicians, and they can be there 
by truck and on that same day; but that's not true up here. It's a couple 
$1,000-trip if you want the controls man to come out and troubleshoot 
your system. So that kind of stuff always hampers … these folks. 

Expensive operation “Operating these systems is expensive and what ends up being sacrificed 
a lot is the salary for the operator.” 
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Figure 1. Relationships across the emergent core categories 829 


